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Abstract—In today’s world, Video imaging techniques are
extremely important due to its manifold advantages as they
contribute extensively to connectivity of people from one part of
the world to another. In this constrain the authors focused to
emphasize the numerous technologies available for video image
process, highlights of the significant research works carried out in
Video imaging techniques has been represented as a review
article. Further the article will give the more information about
latest techniques; it also summarizes the features of all works with
respect to video imaging processing techniques. Hence, the
objective of this work is to benefit scientists and new entrants in
the field of Video imaging to get overview of the technologies.
Index Terms—P2P Video Streaming, Real time video
streaming, Non-Real time video streaming

1. INTRODUCTION
In the modern world, engineering innovation has
transformed the world to a better place for mankind. There
are many inventions by great scientists and engineers that
humans can be proud of and made a huge impact in the
lifestyle of the people. One such great finding of mankind
was the internet. Internet has digitalized the world and made
convoluted problems easier to solve. Of the many problems
solved by internet and with the use of internet, another major
hurdle was overcome (i.e.) video streaming. In the early 80’s
and 90’s when internet was not understood by the common
man and it was very difficult to communicate with one
another if not in the same place, the invention of video
imaging techniques made a breakthrough in making life
simpler for the common man. Video streaming has many
applications on the internet. The video is consumed by the
user while it is being downloaded is the crucial characteristic
of video streaming. The major types of video streaming are
on-demand and live streaming. Distribution of video packets
from the video source to all users before the deadline is the
success factor of live video streaming [1].
One of the greatest unfulfilled promise on the internet is
live web streaming. Over the last two decades, there have
been many technical contributions and great inventions in the
field of video streaming, yet there is no single prodigious
system that solves all problems of quality service. This effect
is due to various problems namely inherent nature of stability

and lack of service guarantee, bandwidth instability and
stringent requirements of streaming applications [2]. This
article reviews the state-of-the-art P2P live video-streaming
technologies and their development from a historic
perspective. There are several base parameters for
exceedingly good user experience such as initial playout
latency and video artifacts. Faster initialization is dependent
on the rate of throughput. Higher the throughput allows faster
initialization of the video buffer [3].
An idea definition of video streaming in real time
scenario is the content sent in a compressed format over the
web and displayed to the viewer. There are many approaches
of peer to peer multimedia streaming. Of the many
approaches in peer to peer multimedia streaming, there are
two significant and widely used approaches. The first widely
used approach is inspired by the swam optimization
technique used in the Bit Torrent file sharing application is
discussed in [4]. Stream is split into chunks of a fixed size in
this swarm optimization technique. The received chunks of a
sliding window are maintained by a peer. The second most
widely used approach is IP multicast where a peer subscribes
to a neighbor to form explicit parent child relationship.
Of the two approaches the swarm-based approach is
widely applied in modern day systems. In swarm-based
schemes [5-9], at an interval of length X and at the next
interval a peer selects the chunks to pull and selects the
neighbors to pull these chunks. Selection of chunks by the
peer is based on random basis [5], but in most schemes, a peer
employs a latest-first or rarest-first policy [6-8]. A peer may
select neighbors in several ways to pull the selected chunks
are listed as following a). randomly [7], b). based on
neighbors’ workload [8], c). as per the level of bandwidths
and delays to neighbors.
The availability of chunks at peers will determine the
propagation trees in the swarm – based approaches [9].
There are two types of tree-based schemes namely network
driven [10-13]. Each scheme [10-11] with an objective of
lowering the tree cost is actually network driven usually
network driven. The combination of swarm and tree-building
techniques are best performed in data driven schemes.
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Fig .2.1 Video Streaming Process Flow in Wowza Engine
2. PEER TO PEER VIDEO STREAMING
There are many types of video streaming which plays a
significant role in our lives. Out of the existing available
video imaging techniques, peer to peer video streaming is
considered as the most significant and widely used video
imaging technique [14]. The client and the server are both the
peer. Applications of video streaming are enormous such as
sharing of file / data and IP telephony.
The significant steps for peer to peer streaming are as
follows [1]:
1. Preliminaries
2. Peer reachability
2.1 Preliminaries
Probability distribution decides the peer joining the video
channel. The most important objective of the preliminary
based approach is that the circulation of video packets to all
the peers from the source of video is planned in a such a way
that the peers receive all the packets before their respective
playback deadlines and each peer receive their respective
pack only once during the entire process cycle.
2.2 Reachability of the peer
Many peers are not reachable from the outside due to the
blockage synchronization of UDP and TCP packets
respectively is performed by firewalls and network address
translator. An important aspect is that relationships are
strongly established as the peer can find sufficient peers and
hence this problem is avoided in most research studies.
3. PROMINENT WORKS ON VIDEO STREAMING
IN VARIOUS APPLICATIONS
There are several publications in the field of video
streaming which have contributed to several other domains in
a positive way. This section will summarize the prominent
works in video streaming in various applications.
The authors in [15] propose a new probabilistic adaptive
data replication strategy. The authors have implemented the
concept of probabilistic manner and hence calculated the
location for replication of data object.
The analysis of e-learning environments and video
interaction learning are presented in detail by the authors in
[16]. Out of the many different settings understood by the
authors, four settings were studied in detail namely
interactive video, with non-interactive video and without
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video. The results generated proved the value of eLearning
and video interaction proved to very successful and
enriching.
The authors of [17] have analyzed an important portion of
video live streaming. To comprehend the online questions
and chat massages online, the authors have implemented the
concept of data mining and text mining. The research made
the authors understand the inconsistencies as well as
resemblances in the understanding of student patterns and
participation themes between questions online and chat
messages.
The concept of delay playback and client buffer techniques
implemented to an online model is developed by the authors
in [18]. It is a well-known fact that the server has limited
information about the frame sizes of the future and hence the
buffer allocation shifts to placing the memory at the server
proved by the authors research.
The VCR functionality impacts on network traffic is
analyzed by the authors [19]. A state of the art least cost
scheme for the effective utilization of MPEG streaming video
system to provide full VCR functionality over a network with
less requirements is deduced by the authors.
The authors in [20] show the effectiveness of adaptive media
playout (AMP). Introduction of limited delay allows the
client to buffer less data which shows the variation of the play
out speed of media frames contingent on conditions of
channels.
An interesting method on low-complexity rate-distortion
(R-D) optimized adaptive video streaming based on the
concept of rate-distortion hint track (RDHT) is presented by
the authors in [21]. The deduced results have proved very
effective in comparison to conventional results published in
the earlier papers. This gain is achieved with a convoluted
process making them appropriate for online R-D optimized
streaming.
A pragmatic P2P- based live video streaming system is
discussed inarticle [22]. A study is performed by the authors
to comprehend the capacity of service, service quality and
duration characteristics.
The significance and application of stable nodes in the P2P
video streaming is detailed in [23]. A set of algorithms for
stable node identification and organization is developed and
explained in detail.
The authors in [24] present a design overview of the Class
X system of a 3-month pilot deployment at Stanford
University. The results demonstrate that the methodology is a
practical solution to interactive online lecture viewing.
In [25], the authors present a probability approximation
model based on buffer fullness variation on large deviation
theory with exemplary and accurate results. The results prove
superior compared to earlier approaches.
The benefits of SDN based application aware network is
broadly discussed in [26]. The authors determine the
overhead caused by each of the presented approaches.
In [27], H.264/AVC video encryption scheme is analyzed
where the obtained results show that the proposed scheme is
effective in computing.
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The authors in[28] present an analysis on the various
algorithms used in video streaming, present their properties
and shortcomings.
The authors in [29] have proven results that shoe the
proposed scheme can achieve high security at a relatively low
compression ratio and bandwidth cost and hence suitable for
security multimedia services.
The authors in[30] survey techniques used to further
enhance the internet qualityvideo such as network load
reduction, network interruption mitigation, and network load
distribution.
4. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES IMPLEMENTED
IN VIDEO STREAMING, INDUSTRY
PERSPECTIVE
Video sources are typically divided into two categories:
real-time video and non-real-time video.
4.1Real-time Video Streaming
Real time video streaming has much more timing
requirements comapred to the other forms video streaming.
4.2 Non – Real Time Video Streaming
Non – real time video streaming is a type of streaming that
is already prerecorded. Having access to the entire video also
allows for digital video recorder. The method can take
advantage of many non-real-time video processing
optimizations with time shift variations.
4.3 Industry Perspective
There is a plethora of streaming services that are
progressively moving towards main stream business. PPlive
[31] and SopCast [32] have attracted many downloads and
supported several daily online viewers. Fig. 2 shows the
timeline of how live video streaming is implemented by
Multi-National Companies.

placed tactically by CDNs [34,35].
5.2 Significant forms of coding in video streaming
The important forms of coding currently concentrated and
focused are the video, channel and network coding. Single
and multiple layers are used to encode videos. Reliable and
effective transmission are present in single layer coding.
Many equal descriptions are encoded in MDC [36,37].
Decoding a receiver using any subset of the descriptions are
also performed.
Effective and efficient coding can be obtained by LC
compared to single layer coding. The bit rate increases of
SVC relative to AVC at the same fidelity can be as low as
10% [38]. MDC has huge overhead [48] and is rarely used in
the realworld. MDC is used in [39-43]; LC is used in [44,45].
5.3 Network positioning
ISPs can be single cost information provider as in oracle
[46] and P4P [47-49] proposals.
Nearby peers are analyzed in detail from [50-53]. There is
an exceptional decrease in cost which is due to the high loss
in packets thereby reducing the stability of the system. The
authors in [54] proposes that remote peers will contribute to
the definite decrease of these effects.
Shorter downloading time play are gifted with peers
uploading lot of data. Other incentives include better fidelity
of video [55], smoother playback or a shorter playback delay
[56]. A game theoretic incentive mechanism is proposed in
[57] to dealwith cheating and malicious users.
5.4 Combination of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The objective of [58] is to implement a design method of
digital parity generator. In [59], performance analysis of
hashing method is determined. This method [60] effectively
overcomes the problems of geometrical deformation of the
target, partial occlusion and allows recovery target leaves the
field of view.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the most important papers on Video imaging
techniques are systematically reviewed. The different works
on video imaging techniques are elaborated in detail. Further
the article also summarizes the latest techniques in video
streaming; it also summarizes the features of all works with
respect to video imaging processing techniques. Hence, this
paper will be useful to the researchers and new entrants as it
is one stop shop for the research of Video Imaging
techniques.
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